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SAFEGUARDING
BI 0 LO GY
By George Church

THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE TRADITIONALLY SUMMARIZED AS
"FIRST, DO NO HARM" SHOULD NOT BE REDUCED TO " FIRST, DO NOTHING,"
ESPECIALLY REGARDING TECHNOLOGICAL FIXES FOR OUR
DETERIORATING BIOSPHERE AND ECONOMY.

If the cau se of the bio-decay is population growth,
whi ch, in turn, is due to technology, then the idea
of fixing it with technology merits a heavy dose
of humility a nd reflection . Many technological developments "seemed like a good idea at the time "
but had huge unintended consequences: Irrigating
crops led to malaria; riverside settlements led to
cholera; insect management led to a birdless silent
spring; fertilizer led to microbia l blooms a nd fish~
kills; a nd so o n.
Despite such risks, technologica l pa ralysis is not
an opti on if our civilization is to endure and flourish . We must face th e challenges posed by melting ice caps, massive famin es, entrenched pandemics, emerging diseases, and a host of other threats.
Of the ma ny proposed technological solutions
for th ese ills, each bea rs its own potential for inadvertent d isaster- a nd a req uisite, complicating
need fo r safeguards that can be prohibitively
expensive. But what if a technology's safeguards
could directly enhance its ca pabilities to address
our global problems? Ironically, thi s may be the
case for one of the most feared and mi sunderstood
ad vancements in recent years: biotechnology.
Life itself is the most powerful technology of all ,
a techno logy developed and ho ned not through
orderly procedures in a labo ratory but through
billions of years of trial and error by na mral selection. To date. the revolution in biotechnology has
allowed LIS to harness the power of living things in
ways never before possibl e, but the precautionary
principle has precluded its use in ma ny instances.
N ow, we stand on the brink of developing transfo rmative methods that could make biotechnology
not only safer but more useful against some of the
world 's most pressing problems.
Consider the problem of global warming, caused by rising levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide
(C0 2), Even if we achieve huge successes with
energy conserva tion and alternative energies like
wind , nuclear, a nd soiar, this wo n't lower existing
CO 2 levels. To do that, we need to ca pture CO 2
from the atmosphere and seq uester it. We could
spend money (and energy) 'pumping CO 2 to some
inaccess ible site like the ocean floor, but the politi-

cal determination to do so ma y be hard to muster.
On the other hand, we cou ld co-Opt biological processes to sequester the CO 2 , potentially even fo lding it into useful products like plastics, roads, and
buildings. Nature sequesters massive amounts of
CO 2 all the time: About 15 perce nt of the total 2 x
10 12 tons of atmospheric CO 2 is removed each year
by processes like photosynthesis. But most of that
CO 2 returns to the atmosphere at the same rate,
li berated from the decomposing bodies of the " hiobu ilde rs" (animals, pla nes, etc. ) by the " bio-destroyers" (mostly parasitic viruses and microbes).
T his evolutionary arm s race between growth
and decay has raged since the dawn of life; if we
could fi nd a way to gi ve th e builders even a slight
edge, sequestering a lot more COl would be just
one of many potential a pplicatio ns.
Let's start with the viruses. Viruses seem biologica lly unbeatable because they can tolerate
m uch higher mutation rates and can reproduce
m uch faster than their host orga nisms. So every evolutiona ry strategy
tha t the host may try is immediately
co untered by many viral changes. To
ci rcum vent this, we'd have to place
the host in isolation and protectively a lter it in a way that no amount of
viral mutation could overco me. But
\vflat Achilles heel coul d all viruses
sha re? They show enormous diversity-i ndeed,
no gene is universal to all viru ses, whereas all cells
share hundreds of genes. Every virus does, however, expect its host ro allow it to reproduce.
One crucial step in the reproduction of all vi ruses (a nd provided only by the cell ) is protein synthesis, the assemblage of protein s fro m a set of 20
different am ino acids. Protein synthesis proceeds
according to the universal DN A translational
code, which allows a cell to read the nucleotide
bases (A, C, G, T ) on a strand of DNA three at a
time to determine whi ch amino acid goes where
within a protein. These DN A triplets are called
"codo ns." A little arithmetic reveals that the translational code is redundant: T he number of possi ble
triple~ combinations of the fOllr DNA bases is 64,

so there can be one, two, four, or even SLX codcx;s
per amino acid (there are also three codons sc<
asid e for telling the cellula r mach in ery to ~
mak ing a specific protein ).
Given this knowledge, the modern tools oi
biotechnology allow us to do something amazing: We can alter the transla tional code within
a n organism by modi fy ing the DNA bases of
its genome, making the organism effectively immHne to viral infection. My colleagues and I are
exploring this within E. coli, the microbial powerhou se of the biotech world. By simply changin
a certain 314 of the 5 mill ion bases in the E. coli
genome, we can change one of irs 64 codons. In
2009 this massive (a lbeit nanoscale) construction
project is nearing co mpletion via breakth roughs
in our ability to " write" genomes. This process is
increasingly automated and inexpensive-soon it
will be relatively easy to change multiple codons.
Viral genomes range fro m 5,000 to a million bases in length, and each of the 64 codons is presenr..
on average, 20 times. This means that to sun'in"
the change of a single codon in its host, a virus
would require 20 simulta neo us, specific, spontaneous changes to its genome. Even in viruses \\;m

Can biotechnology safely
reverse the course of
our deteriorating biosphere?
very high mutation rates, for example HI V, the
chance of getting a muta nt virus with the correa
20 changes and zero lethal mutations is infinitesima ll y small.
Altering the translational codes of genetica Uy engineered organisms (GEO s) cou ld ha ve an
important add itiona l benefit. GEOs are very unpopular in some communities (e.g., Europe) in
part because of concerns that engineered genes
might become ecologically invasive, a sort of molecular kudzu. This is a legitimate concern, bur
we must also acknowledge tha t it's insufficient to
simpl y always choose " natural " over " unnatural. " Utilizing new translational codes in GEOs
might provide the isola tio n from functional gene
exchange that we've been loo king for.
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life engineer organisms to be resistant co
If we ca n construct safery measures that pass aU
- ...-Duses.. we must anticipa te that without vi4 these tests, the door wi ll be opened to potentially
=ses co hold them in check, these GEOs could allow more sophisticated biotechnological inter4
::ur m-ef ecosystems. This might be handled by ventions in area s like human health.
m:d:ing engineered cells dependent on nutritional
We already have a ma ndate in the form of the
emergence of the HN pandemic; those infected
~ponents absent from natural environments.
Fu- e..xampie, we can delete the genes required to currently require a lifetime of expensive drugs to
make diaminopimeiate, an organic compound stay symptom free. A once4in 4a 41ifetime injection
<:bar ' essentia l for bacterial cell walls (a nd hen ce of bioengi neered stem cells capable of mak 4
bacterial surviva l) yet very rare in humans and ing HJV4resista nr blood T4cells might seem more
our environme nt. The geneticist Roy Curtiss and cost effective--and might be closer at hand
his colleagues have already pioneered this protec~ than the el usive HIV vaccine. We routinely tranS4
ti,4C measure. Or perhaps we can make our fa 4 plant blood stem cells based on pioneering work
'-orite GEO strain addicted to a totally unnatura l fro m Don Thomas in the 19505. Current lim itaamino acid like fluorotryptophan, as conceived tions li ke raking cells from bone and irradia ting
by Andrew Ell ington and his coworkers, Even if the rec ipient are ineffic ient and dangerous; these
such GEOs escaped the laboratory, they would obstacles could be overcome with bioengineering.
nor find fluorotryptophan o r diaminopimelate [n that context, the removal of viral receptors or
a nd wou ld quickly die-and they couldn't be res- additio n of antivira l gene networks ro those stem
cued by exchanging DNA with other microbes.
cells could become ve ry attractive stra tegies. FurBut actions spea k louder than words. These ther, the problems of ca ncer and aging lie in the
safety fea tures will be accepted and used only if fundamental " design " of our genomes. It would
they undergo rigorous testing in physical isolation be surprising if we could fix such planned obso 4
and rev iew by a diversity of critics. The battery of lescence with pharm aceuticals consisting of a few
necessary tests is for midable, and includes ensur4 atoms (or "bits" of target-binding informatio n)ing that GEOs are not toxic to immunocompro- but with proper bioenginee ri ng, we could change
mised lab an imals, as well as lab examinations of the gigabits of fa ulty software in our cells,
ecological challenges li ke unwanted gene transfer
Still, all discuss ions of accelerating technology,
and harmful mutations,
unintended consequences, and safeguards could
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eclipse a larger concer,n: Are we simply going
fast? H ow do we decide on an optimal pact'
our technological progression? We have bec:aia:
accustomed to twofold improvement every ~
years in the costs of computing and digital
co mmunications-from French semaphore
in 1792 to multiplexed optical fibers todar. T
pace of cost improvement in "reading'" DNA ~
lowed a similar curve from 1968 until recently.
in 2004 it suddenly jumped to tenfold per rea::.
pace that contin ues today. Similar exponential
vances in "writing" DNA have been evident 4
the 1970s. These three exponential technol _
might become increasingly synergetic, with ~
tially profound effects.
M y hope for the future is that o ur accele
technologies will bring improvements in stan
of living, accompanied by shifts to susta'
populatio n sizes and increased health care
educa tion for everyone. At the other ex[[
ph ysical o r social li mitations cou ld cause technaitogy to level off and stagnate exactly at a time ihz:
we desperately need to make rapid progress. l
mately, our future wi ll be what we make of it. L:
us choose wisely, with carefull y engineered saR!:and broad community engagement.
-George Church is director of the Center
Computational Genetics at Harvard Me
Schoof. (For (ull bio, see page 8)
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